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“Original Coatings for Africa”

“Origin of Paint”

Rock art and cave paintings across Africa serves as proof of our indigenous ancestors’ desire and passion to express individuality through creativity.

Early cave dwellers became paint pioneers when they perfected the process of identifying and extracting naturally occurring dyes from vegetation, finely 
crushed plant matter and iron oxides from rock formations and mixing it with water, before painting onto cave walls. Excavation and the primitive process-
ing of natural minerals such as specularite and hematite for skin decoration and rock paintings date as far back as 43 000 years ago, where evidence has 
been found through carbon dating, that the ancestors of the San tribe, in the Lion Cavern in Swaziland, were excavating and processing these minerals!

“Product innovation and service philosophy”
We at Africote, strive to encapsulate this natural essence, by incorporating into our products the very ingredients, that Mother Earth continues to offer 
today, as she did then.  In addition, Africote utilizes the latest modern coatings technology and an advanced manufacturing facility to produce a leading 
range of cementitious and conventional acrylic and enamel coatings.  Africote  employs experts in the areas of testing and developing new application 
systems and products.  For the home owner, designer or architect, who desires to add value to his or her residence or commercial building, whether for 
interior or exterior applications, Africote’s  marketing team not only stands ready to assist with innovation and diversity, but also ensures that the same 
high level of service is offered at all levels, from the individual customer to project managers of large construction sites.

“Africote strives to manufacture eco friendly products”
We are extremely mindful of damage to the environment, which can be caused by V.O.C’s (Volatile Organic Compounds), toxic metals and other harmful 
substances, often found in traditional coatings. We strive to develop and produce eco-friendly products, limiting V.O.C.’s and  wherever possible use 
natural materials. Several of our acrylic coatings are considered eco-friendly due to their low V.O.C levels, being below 200 grams per litre.  Our Cement 
Naturals and Kolorcote-T coatings contain zero V.O.C. products and are therefore extremely eco-friendly!  Africote is passionate about the well-being of 
our planet.  Africote has a range of SABS and Agrément quality assurance certificates for several of its cement and acrylic based coatings.
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FRESCO (Liquid Stucco)

WALL PLASTERS
For Interiors
Fresco (Liquid Stucco) has been designed as an easy to apply liquid paint on then trowel process, formulated to give the effect of traditional Italian plaster 
(Intanaco). Africote’s Fresco (Liquid Stucco) is ideal for use internally, BUT IS NOT suitable for exterior use or high moisture areas eg: bathrooms and 
kitchens . It gives walls and feature walls a unique toned natural appearance. Fresco (Liquid Stucco) is best polished once cured with one of Africote’s
specialised colour decor waxes to achieve unique two toned contrasting colours as seen on the adjacent page.  The stucco is best applied to masonry 
surfaces, block and brickwork fibre cement and suitably primed walls.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

“Black Fresco, treated and polished with Africote’s silver wax polish, to reveal a beautiful 
two toned textured finish”
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Gold Silver

Africote’s “Magic Touch” : 
wax for a elephant hide textured finish, availble in several colour options.

FRESCO (Liquid Stucco)
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ROMAN PLASTER

WALL PLASTERS
For Interiors & Exteriors    

Roman Plaster is a versatile, colour pigmented cement polymer modified plaster. Designed to produce a unique, rustic, Tuscan marbled finish on interior 
and exterior walls. Formulated to accommodate plaster thickness tolerances of up to 8mm. An experienced plaster applicator can create cosmetic marbled 
colour variation. During the “damp” stage, Roman Plaster can be cut and sculptured to replicate masoned stone blocks. 
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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STRUTTURATO (Textured Acrylic Wall Plaster)

WALL PLASTERS
For Interiors & Exteriors
Strutturato Plaster is an Italian styled unique interior/exterior plaster which dries leaving a coloured shield of rough textured skim plaster for walls, with a 
2-3mm deep, irregular and random grooved recess in the plaster for, a unique special textured effect. It is available in 8 standard colours, however special 
colours can be made to order. Once applied, there is no need for painting, as the weather resistant coating provides a cool colour to one’s home or office.  
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

Namakwa Rock Simba Main Graphite Golden Gate

Bali Bleached Bone Os Bloed Hippo Pool

®

“Original Coatings for Africa”
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WALL PLASTERS
For Interiors   Africote’s traditional Stucco is a pigmented powder based plaster, applied by trowel, to recreate a unique, subtle, 
marbled appearance, revealing a beautiful rural Italian Plaster effect. Ideal for transforming walls, vanity tops and kitchen counters. Stucco is available in 
a range of 15 fashionable colours, with the variation option to add Shellac to the stucco mix to create a “Shell” like appearance in the plaster. When used 
in conjunction with the relevant specified water resistant Africote Sealers, Stucco can be used in areas, high in moisture, such as kitchens, bathrooms and 
showers. (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

STUCCO (Interior Decor Skim Plaster)
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Shellac can be incorporated into any Stucco colour 
which reveals an attractive shell like appearance 
once sanded and sealed.
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CEMENT NATURALS

CEMENT PAINTS
For Exteriors Cement Naturals is a cementitious zero V.O.C exterior coating, formulated to produce a unique “aged
Tuscan and weathered effect”, when painted onto, weather exposed surfaces. Based on Portland cement and supplied in powder form, Cement Nat-
urals contains specialized additives that makes it particularly durable, despite its rustic appearance. When used in conjunction with Africote Slurry Coat, 
Cement Naturals passes the Agréments coating test conducted by the CSIR as well as the SABS 24 Hour Rain Penetration Resistance test. Cement Nat-
urals is available in 48 Standard colours and is offered in a choice of Coarse, Fine or Ultra Fine textured finishes. Cement Naturals can be applied directly 
onto raw brickwork or unpainted plastered surfaces. (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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CEMENT PAINTS

CEMENT NATURALS
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SL Floor Hardener
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SMOOTH COTE
is a twin pack underlay system comprising part (A) powder and part (B) 
emulsion bond – Quick drying with Super Strong binding properties to the 
substrate, versatile floor skim. The Universal Floor smoothing and patching 
compound is an economical, durable cement based underlay repair mortar. 
Smooth Cote can be used on concrete, plaster, brick, stone, and even tiles, 
to smooth, level, patch or grout. Unaffected by water or sunlight.  Applied 
2-3mm thick. 

(Refer to technical data sheet for more info)

FLOOR SUBSTRATE PREPARATION PRODUCTS
For Floors - To level uneven floors and prepare for final floor coat.  (Underlay System)

HARD COTE
is a cementitious, single component, underlay  floor skimming system, 
designed to give a thin coat with a relatively smooth surface finish. Ideal for 
re-coating old screed floors provided the substrate is sound. Can also be 
applied over wood floated or steel trowelled new mortar screeds.  Applied 
2-3mm thick.

(Refer to technical data sheet for more info)

®

“Original Coatings for Africa”

Before

After

Africote’s Acid Edge is a acid based floor cleaner, etching and descaling compound. Pre-coating treatment for unpainted concrete 
floors. It is used effectively to etch and clean cement surfaces in preparation for painting . It will effectively neutralize alkalinity and 
attack heavy soiling. May be used for cleaning of bricks and paving.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

ACID EDGE (TBC)
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VALENCIA - A Seamless swirled marbled finish floor screed for interiors

FLOORING - Seamless Screeds  
For Interiors Africote Valencia is formulated in a fine texture to give a seamless variegated marbled floor finish. 
Valencia adheres to raw cement floor screeds, rendering a “smooth or elephant hide texture” depending on the application procedure.  The earthy swirled appearance 
of the Valencia, enhances floors where a dynamic ambiance is sought after, such as homes, offices, game lodges, and entertainment areas.  Valencia is suitable for inte-
rior use only.    Ideal for re-coating old screed floors, tiled floors etc, provided the substrate is sound. Can also be applied over wood floated or steel trowelled new mortar 
screeds.
Refer to our latest Technical Valencia Data Sheet for application instructions, available from our factory or distributor.
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FLOORING - Dry Shake Seamless Screeds  
For Interiors     SL Floor Hardener is a specially formulated mixture of Portland cement, selected and screened natural raw materials and 
light, fast, organic pigments. SL Floor Hardener is applied by ‘Dry Shake’ method over semi-dry screed and hardens to a rustic and more marbled finish.  SL Floor Hard-
ener colours the top layer of a screed, imparting a hard wearing skin, which is smooth to the touch once cured and sealed. It provides a seamless finish. The screed does 
however require expansion joints, as with any concrete screed. Sealing of the floor with Africote Twin Pack Polyurethane sealer, will enhance the colour of the floor and 
aid in floor maintenance and assist in preventing possible stains. 
Refer to our technical data sheet for more info.

SL FLOOR HARDENER 
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FLOORING - Stain for Seamless Screeds  
For Interiors & Exteriors   Chemstain is a low viscosity product, that chemically reacts and etches into cured 
concrete or cement plaster surfaces. The swirled natural stone and slate effect provides the warmth and beauty of natures’ own materials. Chem-
stain is ideal for creating interesting effects with borders and patterns, for floors whilst avoiding the thick, coated appearance of conventional paints. 
Chemstain creates uneven, variegated or translucent colour effects on concrete surfaces, much like the shadings of natural stone or the aged 
appearance of a time worn patina. The result is absolutely unique to each surface and cannot be duplicated by other colouring materials.  Refer to 
our technical data sheet for more info.

CHEMSTAIN  
Chemstain Colour Range

Bark Rust Moss Blue Stone
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Moss Tusk Misty Cliffs

Marble White Salt & Pepper Burgundy

Black Marble Dusk Brown Rice

FLOORING - Seamless Screeds  
For Interiors & Exteriors  This unique, granular resin composite stone flooring system, is trowelled onto an existing con-
crete base to achieve a beautiful natural compact, yet finely textured stone carpet appearance.  Only selected and specially sized natural stone, sourced 
from Southern Africa, is used.  Hence the stone colours are permanent and aesthetically pleasing.  Our Natural Stone is sourced for its abrasion resis-
tance, unique colour range and durability under our harsh African conditions. The flooring can be used indoors or outdoors and has a non-slip texture.  We 
can as a special request “colour the stone” in a colour of the clients choice - only suitable for interiors. (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

NATURAL STONE FLOORING

Patterns are created by first preparing the design with Africote’s formable 6 mm aluminium 
trim which is fixed to the floor then placing the various stone colour in each compartment!

Africote Stone Colour Range & Blends
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FLOORING - Paints for Seamless Screeds,  
        Tiles and Paving
For Exteriors    

PATIO & PAVING PAINT

STOEP ENAMEL

Africote’s “Patio and Paving Paint” is designed to bring new life to old faded 
driveways, parking areas and brick paved courtyards. A no-nonsense super 
acrylic product, Patio and Paving Paint can be used on most suitably pre-
pared surfaces. It allows for D.I.Y. applications that are both U.V. Resistant 
and highly flexible. It’s a durable, cost effective and long lasting alternative 
to expensive repaving. Available in 6 standard colours.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

Africote’s Stoep enamel, is an alkaline resistant and a more stain 
resistant, single pack urethane system, ideal for use on concrete, cement 
floor patio’s and garage floors.  It has a matt finish to give it extra slip 
resistance and is available in standard colours and in tint bases, so colour 
options are limitless!

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)    
  

Black Brown Carriage Green

Charcoal Red Terracotta

®

“Original Coatings for Africa”

Patio & Paving Standard Colour Range

Patio & Paving Paint is applied to old concrete tiles or paving.  The 
coating can ensure they look as good as new!

Patio & Paving Paint in terracotta used to revitalise this previously worn and faded concrete tiled 
residential courtyard, ensuring an attractive uniform appearance.
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FLOORING - Ultra Hard Wearing Seamless Screeds  
For High Foot Traffic Interiors
    

This floor system is ideal for high traffic areas such as supermarkets, shopping malls, airports, schools, universities, concourse areas and any busy commercial high foot 
traffic building or high end private residential floors.  We are able to offer our specially formulated, polished “Screedcrete” mixture in numerous exciting colours, to fabricate 
beautiful, seamless and hard wearing floors!  Our new polished “Screedcrete” mix designs are cement based mixes and are offered in a colour range, encompassing 8 
standard colours in combination with aluminium panels of 1m x 1m.
Refer to our technical data sheet for more info.

NATURAL STONE IS POLISHED “SMOOTH” REVEALING A CLASSIC, EXTREMELY HARD WEARING, GROOVELESS INTERNAL TERRAZZO FLOOR

I22GHPSL LG22HPSL W22GHPSL G34HPSL

B22B5YHPSL G34HPSL W34HPSL B34HPSL

SCREEDCRETE - “Polished Terrazzo Flooring”
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SCREEDCRETE “EXPOSED” AGGREGATE EXTERNAL NON-SLIP FLOORING

®

“Original Coatings for Africa”
FLOORING - Non-Slip Seamless Screeds  
Non-Slip Durable Exterior Flooring
    

Screedcrete is an in-situ coloured textured screed system, ideal for external floors.  We are able to offer our specially formulated, exposed aggregate “Screedcrete” product 
in several exciting colours, for application to fabricate beautiful hard wearing, non-slip, low maintenance outdoor floors.  
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

Closeupview

LG21W B22BW T4HN

G21V W22WB W22WY

SCREEDCRETE - “Exposed Aggregate”

Exposed Colour Options

LG21W
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INDUSTRIAL FLOORING
For Interiors
Africote’s Gleamcote is a self leveling 3-6 mm layer epoxy based, solvent free, two part epoxy system, designed to give an hygienic seamless floor with 
excellent chemical resistance, achieving a durable and hard wearing surface, when applied for domestic or industrial use, such as brewries, food prepara-
tion kitchens, supermarket floors, workshop floors, airline hanger floors and industrial warehousing etc...  For internal use only. Exposure to direct sunlight 
will cause yellowing, chaulking and deterioration over time.  Use special walk-off mats at the entrance to these floors to prevent dust and grit transfer in 
commercial or domestic applications.  Refer to our technical data sheet for more info.

GLEAMCOTE
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Kyanite Sunstone

Carnelian Matrix Topaz Smokey 
Quartz

White

Gleamcote Standard Colour Range COLOURS ARE AS ACCURATE 
AS PRINTING ALLOWS.  PLEASE
REQUEST A COLOUR SAMPLE 

BEFORE ORDERING
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INDUSTRIAL FLOORING
For Interiors
Africote epoxy floor paint is a two component, epoxy system suitable as a 
“heavy duty” industrial grade floor coating, with excellent acid and chemi-
cal resistance. Designed for applications on Warehouses, factory and work-
shop floors.   It’s smooth low gloss finish, offers easy cleaning with good 
slip resistance.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

EPOXY FLOOR PAINT

®

“Original Coatings for Africa”
Maserati Dealership - Bryanston
Epoxy Floor Applicator:  RTD Construction - Roger Durrell
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PIGMENTED TWIN PACK

INDUSTRIAL FLOORING
For Interiors  
Africote’s Pigmented Twin Pack is a two component polyurethane based system, “medium duty”, coloured floor coating, designed for more cost effective 
applications on warehouse, factory, showroom, workshop and garage floors . Africote Pigmented Twin Pack, resists oils and chemicals as well as foot and 
light mechanical traffic. It’s smooth high gloss finish, offers easy cleaning, with good slip resistance. Africote Pigmented Twin Pack is cost-effective, easy 
to apply and fast drying.  Available in a tint base so colour options are limitless.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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WALL SUBSTRATE PREPARATION PRODUCTS
For Walls & Ceilings 

FILL-A-CRACK

FILLERCOAT & BOND

Fine, white cement based chemically modified plaster repair system, mixed 
with water, for filling indentations and cracks in plaster, prior to painting.
Can be applied with a putty knife or trowel for a smooth easy to apply finish.

(Refer to technical data sheet for more info)

SLURRY & BOND

Africote’s Fillercoat plus bond is a two-part system, which can be applied 
over existing concrete walls, raw plaster or pre-painted surfaces and 
bridges gaps where there are cracks when incorporating Africote Micro 
fibres with the Fillercoat.

(Refer to technical data sheet for more info)

Africote’s slurry and bond is a two - part system consisting of a slurry 
powder and a slurry bond liquid that is mixed together , the slurry coat will 
fill and bridge hairline cracks and prevents them mirror-ing through to the 
final finish coat and is perfect for applications such as to even suction on 
walls that have painted areas on raw plaster or where plaster has chase 
and or patch marks with different porosities.     

(Refer to technical data sheet for more info)
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CONTRACTORS PVA (White Only)
Africote’s select Hi Hiding PVA is a high solids, general purpose matt 
emulsion paint, with excellent coverage / opacity perfect for a first coat on 
plastered walls and as a first and final coat on ceiling boards.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)  

Africote’s select Contractors PVA is an economical high coverage general 
purpose matt emulsion paint, recommended as a first coat for normal inter-
nal and external conditions on plastered walls. Not recommended as a final 
coat for exterior conditions.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

ACRYLIC PAINTS - Select Range
For Interiors & Exteriors

HI HIDING PVA (White Only)

HI HIDING PVA / CONTRACTORS PVA / WALL & CEILING PVA

WALL & CEILING PVA
Africote’s Wall & Celing PVA is an Acrylic PVA, low sheen finish, 
specificially designed as a combined first and final coat all-in-one, for 
interior walls and ceilings.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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PRIMERS - FOR PLASTER
BONDING LIQUID
AFRICOTE PAINT BONDING LIQUID is a clear, alkali resistant, solvent based 
bonding liquid.   USES:  To bind powdery or friable plaster surfaces before 
painting. The bonding liquid evens surface suction of paint, to avoid colour 
variation and patches. It is highly suited as a first coat to plaster in high rainfall 
coastal regions.   Recommended as a first coat onto raw plaster and gypsum 
skim wall plasters.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

PLASTER PRIMER
AFRICOTE PIGMENTED PLASTER PRIMER is an off-white, modified alkyd, 
alkali resistant, solvent based primer, especially suited for “coastal or high 
rainfall areas”.  USES AND BENEFITS - Good adhesion.  It is an alkali resis-
tant primer used on raw plaster or cement bricks and helps reduce the num-
ber of top coats required as it is pigmented white and therefore offers better 
hiding power of the plaster.   (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

WATER BASED PIGMENTED PLASTER PRIMER UNIVERSAL UNDERCOAT
AFRICOTE’S ECONOMICAL WATER BASED PLASTER PRIMER is spe-
cifically designed to be more eco friendly, has a low VOC rating and cleaning 
of equipment is a breeze as you don’t need any solvents, only water.  The 
properties of the water base primer, is equal to that of a solvent based plaster 
primer, having good hiding power and alkaline resistance.  Not suitable for high 
rainfall and coastal regions.
      
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

AFRICOTE’S UNIVERSAL UNDERCOAT is a general purpose, solvent 
based coating designed to be applied onto raw, unpainted substrates, or 
previously painted surfaces where a high build paint was applied,  or when 
changing from a previously coated PVA system to a new Enamel system or 
vice versa.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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WALL PREPARATION PRODUCTS
For Walls & Ceilings - Ideal for External & Internal walls 
WALL & CEILING/ACRYLIC READY MIXED SKIM
Africote’s Wall & Ceiling Skim is a single component cement based trowel 
on smoothing skim plaster system. Designed to transform unfinished, rough 
plaster external or internal walls or porous new ceiling boards into a smooth, 
prepared surface, suitable for the cosmetic paint to follow.  Ideal for wet areas 
such as bathrooms, steam rooms or external coastal walls.   Can be used as a 
white wash brush on rustic and textured wall coating!
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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ACRYLIC PAINTS - Our Signature Range
For Interiors & Exteriors
Africote’s signature range of Platinum Acrylic PVA’s score top marks where a durable and washable  coating is required, excellent abrasion and UV 
Resistant.  Platinum Sheen has a luxurious designer appearance with a silky sheen, colour options are limitless.
Refer to our technical data sheet for more info.

PLATINUM SHEEN 
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12 Year 
Product

Guarantee
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ACRYLIC PAINTS - Our Signature Range
For Interiors & Exteriors
Africote’s signature range of Platinum Acrylic PVA’s are luxurious quality coatings suitable for areas where a durable and washable coating is required, 
excellent abrasion and UV Resistant.  Platinum XP has a contemporary designer appearance with a matt velvet finish, colour options are limitless.
Refer to our technical data sheet for more info.

PLATINUM XP VELVET
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12 Year 
Product

Guarantee
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TEXTURED NATURALS

ACRYLIC PAINTS - Our Signature Range
For Exteriors
Africote’s signature range exterior acrylic Textured Naturals is both UV stable and moisture resistant, with its natural texture it boasts excellent bridging of 
hairline cracks and imperfections in plaster.  Textured Naturals protects your home against Southern Africa’s unique weather extremes.
Available in a tint base, therefore colour options are limitless.   (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

8 Year 
Product

Guarantee

Close
upof texture
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LIQUID NATURALS

ACRYLIC PAINTS - Our Signature Range
For Interiors & Exteriors
Africote’s signature range interior/exterior acrylic Liquid Naturals is a uniquely attractive, finely textured matt finish.  Liquid Naturals has passed the 
SABS Agrément Certification 24 hour rain penetration test and colour options are limitless.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

8 Year 
Product

Guarantee

®

“Original Coatings for Africa”
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AYOBA PAINT

ACRYLIC PAINTS - Select Range
For Interiors & Exteriors
Africote’s Ayoba select acrylic range is a quality paint available in either a sheen or matt finish.  Available in a tint base, therefore colour options are limitless. 
(Refer to our technical data sheet or Ayoba Colour Chart for more info)
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Black Brown Charcoal

Green Red Terracotta

5 Year 
Product

Guarantee
ROOF PAINTS 
Africote’s Top Hat Roof Paint is a high quality, pure acrylic coating specifically designed for application
onto concrete roof tiles and/or corrugated iron roofs. The high flexibility and anti-weathering properties 
of the product, guarantees that your roof enjoys the best possible protection in our harsh African environment. 

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

TOP HAT / ACRYLIC ROOF PAINT

COLOURS ARE AS ACCURATE AS PRINTING ALLOWS.

BEFORE AFTER
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WOOD VARNISH
For Interiors & Exteriors
Our solvent based, wood varnish enhances the natural grains within the wood and protects and seals the wood.  Our varnish also offers UV stability.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

Interior/Exterior Varnish

®

“Original Coatings for Africa”
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QD DIPPING PRIMER QD STEEL PRIMER

WB ETCH GALVANISED PRIMER

Africote’s QD Dipping Primer has been specially designed as a low 
viscosity red oxide primer that has excellent adhesion properties ideal for 
the dipping priming process for door and window frames.  

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

Africote’s QD Steel Primer is a anti -corrosive primer for all ferrous met-
als, it has excellent adhesion, quick drying and fast hardening properties 
ideal for all steel work industrial and commercial uses.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

Africote’s Water Based Etch Galvanised Primer, is specifically designed for 
all non ferrous metal substrates like galvanized, aluminium and stainless 
steel.  The product has multiple functions, firstly, the phosphoric content of 
the system etches the substrate giving a much better cohesion, secondly the 
phosphates in the system gives it a “barrier” against “white rust” corrosion 
that is found on these substrates, if left unprotected in exposed conditions to 
the elements.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

QD ETCH PRIMER
Africote’s QD Etch Primer is a anti -corrosive primer for all ferrous metals.  It 
has excellent adhesion, quick drying and fast hardening properties ideal for 
all steel work industrial and commercial uses, this product has got multiple 
functions firstly the phosphoric content of the system etches the substrate 
giving a much better cohesion between them, secondly the phosphates in 
the system gives it a “ barrier” against “ rust” corrosion that is found on these 
substrates left unprotected in exposed conditions to the elements.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

RED & GREY OXIDE PRIMER 
A top quality Primer for Mild Steel and galvanized iron.  The fine particle 
binder provides excellent adhesion to Mild Steel and Galvanized Iron and 
provides a rust barrier and a good bond for subsequent coatings.  Good cov-
erage.  Phosphate content ensures excellent anti-corrosive properties. The 
fillers are resistant to acid rain.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

STEEL PREPARATION PRODUCTS
Africote’s Rust converter is a Rust modifier (de - oxidizer) iron oxide neutralizer & 
surface conversion preparation treatment. Used effectively for the neutralizing of 
rusted surfaces into solid compounds thus modifying the surface in preparation 
for surface coating and or painting. This system eliminates the requirement for 
cleaning and sanding the rust from the surface.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

RUST CONVERTER

Africote’s Galvprep is a Galvanized iron cleaner & pre - coating treatment, cleans 
and removes oxidation & phosphates on the substrate In preparation for paint-
ing or powder coating, can also be used to clean steel, aluminium and stainless 
steel.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

GALVPREP

PRIMERS - FOR STEEL
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GLOSS & EGGSHELL ENAMEL
ENAMELS 

WATER BASED GLOSS - Eco-Friendly Coating
Africote’s Water based gloss PVA is specifically designed to be more eco- 
friendly, has a low VOC rating and cleaning of equipment is a breeze, no 
need to use solvents, only use water, the properties of the Water base gloss 
are equivalent to those of Gloss and Eggshell enamel.
     
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

Enamels possess long term anti weathering, colour fast and gloss retention 
properties.  Usually selected for painting smaller surfaces such as window 
frames, steel gates, gutters and downpipes. However Gloss and Eggshell 
enamel is also ideal for painting interior bathroom and kitchen wooden cup-
boards, doors and walls, thanks to the excellent moisture resistance and wash-
able properties of these products.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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GLOSS ALUMINIUM PAINT
Africote’s Gloss Aluminium is a high quality general purpose aluminium coat-
ing designed for use on all structural steel surfaces. The aluminium pigment 
inside the product is made up of very thin and highly polished flakes that are 
not thoroughly moistened by paint liquids as a result when the aluminium 
paint is applied, the aluminium flakes “leaf”, i.e.  they orientate themselves in 
parallel layers.  The top layer being an almost continuous film of aluminium, 
this then gives the product the ability to be an excellent rust and corrosion 
resistant coating.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)   
   

QD ENAMEL 
Africote’s QD Enamel range is a high quality finishing coat based on a 
modified short oil alkyd resin. It has the following properties, fast drying, 
fast hardening and has good colour retention. Ideal for all types of steel 
ferrous and non ferrous metal substrates.     
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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SPECIAL EFFECT PAINTS
COPPER PAINT

RUST PAINT
Rust Paint is designed to reproduce the typically rusted, weather exposed 
pitted appearance of old abandoned steel objects. Rust Paint can be applied 
to any alternative surface including steel, e.g. concrete and cement pots, stat-
ues, water features, wooden benches or even feature wall panels. Rust Paint 
consists of an Undercoat, Rust Paint and two oxidizing agents.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

A Copper Paint Kit consists of an undercoat, Copper Paint and two oxidizing 
agents. The Copper Paint is formulated and designed to give the beautiful 
green, blue oxidized patina of hammered copper that has been exposed to the 
elements for hundreds of years. A little experimentation is needed to attain your 
own personal finish. The paint can be applied to almost any surface.  

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info) 
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VINTAGE RUST PAINT CHALKY’S - CHALK PAINT
Africote’s Vintage Rust Paint is specifically designed to ONLY work on any 
cement based substrate like cement pots, plastered walls and concrete 
floors. The finish that is achieved with the Africote Vintage Rust Paint is a 
typically rusted, weathered old and rustic appearance. This system is based 
on a acid modified formula and care must be taken when working with it.   
Personal Protective Equipment must be used like pvc gloves and safety 
glasses and in open ventilated ares. The Vintage Rust Paint reacts with the 
free lime content in the cement, which brings about the attractive rustic look!  

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

Africote’s Chalk paint is an innovative D.I.Y water based paint, with a unique 
chalky matt finish for all styles, from cottage to traditional country to a con-
temporary look.  No priming necessary. It is ideal for multi surfaces such 
as Furniture, Cabinets, Walls, Decorative glass, and Metal. It has superior 
adhesion and coverage.  Africote’s Chalky’s is available in tint bases and can 
therefore be mixed to any colour required.
   
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)     
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WATERPROOFING
PLATINUM WATERPROOFING 
Platinum Waterproof coating is a thick and durable cementitious / acrylic based 
waterproof coating, formulated in conjunction with world leaders in the Chemi-
cal Industry. It is flexible and colour fast and uniquely combines the strength of 
cement and acrylics. Suitable for industrial and domestic applications.
(2 x coats required).  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

BITUMEN ALUMINIUM 
Africote’s Bitumen Aluminium is a high quality rust inhibitive coating for internal 
and external use, the bitumen in the products helps with water, acid and alkali re-
sistance and also gives the coating the ability to be a very effective paint system, 
to prevent moisture absorption.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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Watershield is an economical, water based, acrylic waterproof coating.  As 
Watershield is fibreless, this system must use a membrane in order to achieve 
these properties, i.e. flexibility, reinforcing the water proofing resin.  The Watersh-
ield system can be used to seal all leaking roofs, cementitious, 
galvanised and tile, also perfect to seal and waterproof all parra pit walls.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

WATERSHIELD -  WITHOUT FIBRE
Designed for use with a membrane

Fibreshield is an economical, water based, acrylic waterproof coating.  Designed 
with fibre, this gives the product the following properties, flexibility, reinforcing 
the water proofing resin.  The Fibreshield system can be used to seal all leaking 
roofs, cementitious, galvanised and tile, also perfect to seal and waterproof all 
parra pit walls.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

FIBRESHIELD -  WITH FIBRE
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PAINT - TRADE RANGE
Africote’s Afritex is a textured low sheen, Water based paint system, and it’s specifically designed to be a durable textured finish. This system is 
specifically formulated for cost savings to the client and is based on a combination of pure acrylic and modified styrene acrylic polymer and has 
built in mica for stretch and strength.   Available in 24 colours.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

AFRITEX (Exterior / Interior - Textured Low Sheen PVA)

5 Year 
Product

Guarantee

Close
upof textureClose
upof texture Close

upof textureClose
upof texture Close

upof textureClose
upof texture Close

upof textureClose
upof texture

African GreyAfrican GreySombreroSombreroIndustrial GreyIndustrial Grey White RhinoWhite Rhino

Colours portrayed are as accurate as printing allows
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GZC acrylic textured coating, gives a unique coarse/scratch effect creating deep 
irregular lines, similar to coloured plaster. GZC Coarse is made from binding 
copolymer resin; coloured fine grain marble chippings, hard aggregates including 
granite and quartz and special additives to ensure a quality application and assist 
in the preservation of the finish over time. (Refer to our technical data sheet 
for more info)

GZC - Acrylic Textured Coating 
Exterior / Interior - Colour Pigmented Textured Wall PlasterAfricote’s All-in-One matt Acrylic PVA is a 3 in 1 single coat, Water based paint 

system , it’s specifically designed to be a One coat Plaster Primer , Undercoat 
and Top coat All-in-One. This system is specifically formulated for this cost 
saving purpose and is based on a modified styrene acrylic polymer and has built 
in mica for strength. All in one convenient package.  (Refer to our technical data 
sheet for more info)

ALL-in-ONE

5 Year 
Product

Guarantee

Close
upof texture
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LOW COST HOUSING PAINTS
KOLORCOTE-T & KOLORCOTE-T 1000 PLUS

Has passed  S.A.N.S 
10400-1990 24 hour 
rain penetration test

Africote’s Kolorcote-T is a durable pigmented cementitious paint supplied in powder form, requiring only the addition of potable water. It’s highly thixotropic properties make 
it ideal for “one-coat” applications onto ash bricks, cement bricks or building blocks and is ideal for stippling. It is based on Portland cement and the product contains both 
weather and ultra violet resistant chemicals and self-curing properties.  Africote’s Kolorcote-T 1000 Plus is a new, advanced Kolorcote-T version and has been formulated 
as a “one coat” application to withstand rainfall in excess of 1000mm per annum without any water penetration on a single maxi brick or block wall! It’s highly thixotropic 
properties make it ideal for one-coat applications onto ash bricks, cement bricks or building blocks and is ideal for stippling. It is based on Portland cement and the product 
contains both weather and ultra violet resistant chemicals and self-curing properties.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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Has passed  S.A.N.S 
10400-1990 24 hour rain 

penetration testAYOBA

Africote’s AYOBA Is a water based styrene acrylic copolymer paint for interior or ex-
terior use. Africote Ayoba PVA is alkali resistant and designed to be a cost effective 
good quality coating.    The paint has good adhesion and good hiding power.    For 
gypsum plaster, gypsum boards and glass tone, first apply 2 coats of Africote Paint 
Bonding Liquid according to manufacturers instructions.  Ayoba PVA will not stop 
damp or rising damp.  Rising damp needs the attention of a specialist product.

ONE COAT PVA

Africote’s One coat PVA is a water based copolymer acrylic paint for interior and exte-
rior use. It is alkali resistant and is designed for a “one-coat” application onto existing 
or newly plastered surfaces, cement bricks and building blocks. The paint has good 
adhesion and outstanding hiding power.    One coat PVA was SABS tested on a single 
maxi brick wall using only a single coat  and passed the 24 hour rain penetration test 
for areas with a rainfall in excess of 1000mm per annum. The product is being used 
extensively in the low cost and bond housing market with outstanding results.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)
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Africote’s Acid Wash XTRA is a concentrated water based acidic degreaser, des-
caler and general heavy duty cleaner. Used as an all purpose nonferrous cleaner 
and degreaser. It will effectively remove cement and calcium scale build up.  It 
is safe to use on aluminium and stainless steel. Excellent choice for industrial 
cement truck cleaning. Contains high amount of specialized surfactants thus 
increasing its ability to cut and degrease.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

ACID WASH XTRA

®
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Africote’s All Purpose Cleaner is a water based low foam all purpose general 
soap cleaner streak free and quick dry technology. It is used as an all-purpose 
low foaming cleaner for most hard and soft surfaces including walls, floors, up-
holstery and carpets.    

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER

Africote’s GP Degreaser is a water based degreaser & general 
purpose cleaner.  Used as an all purpose degreaser and cleaner 
of all hard surfaces including walls, floors, engine’s, all ferrous 
and non ferrous metals.     

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

GP DEGREASER
Africote’s Hand cleaner is a water based combination 
gel, mechanical hand cleaner with grit.  It is suitable 
for daily use in all industries that require quick and 
effective cleaning of hands soiled with all types of 
grease and grime.
(Refer to technical data sheet for more info)

HAND CLEANER - GRITTEX

Africote’s Antifungal cleaner is a water based compound, con-
taining antimicrobial agents & cleaning surfactants & additives. 
It is a concentrated cleaner containing active biocides that will 
attack fungal growth such as Green and Black algae, ideal for 
general removal of fungi in washrooms, showers, and most other 
moist area’s.    (Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

ANTIFUNGAL CLEANER

CLEANING AGENTS

PAINT REMOVER
Africote’s Paint Remover is a Solvent 
based broad spectrum paint stripper 
that contains methylene chloride , sol-
vents and additives.  It will effectively 
remove a wide variety of different 
paint types.  Several applications may 
be required depending on the number 
and types of coatings applied to the 
surface.     

(Refer to our technical data sheet for 
more info)
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ROAD MARKING PAINT - Water Based ROAD MARKING PAINT - Solvent Based
Africote’s Road Marking is a quick drying water based road line paint 
based on a modified styrene acrylic polymer. This road line paint has got 
the following properties:- fast drying, high durability, and non bleeding on 
most bituminous surfaces.      

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

Africote’s Road Marking is a quick drying solvent based road line paint 
based on a modified Alkyd resin. This road line paint has got the following 
properties:- fast drying, high durability, and non bleeding on most 
bituminous surfaces.      

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

ROAD MARKING PAINTS  

®
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SEALERS
BRICK SEAL
Africote’s Brick seal is a modified alkyd based system with a clear appearance-
and slight amber appearance.  Use as a Brick seal or as a bonding liquid on 
cementitious substrates as it has good penetration properties. It enhances the 
colour of bricks or natural stone and imparts a slight gloss appearance. Brick 
seal has good resistance to dirt and blistering.  (Refer to our technical data sheet 
for more info)

CONCRETE & STONE SEALER - For Floors
Concrete & Stone Sealer is a robust penetrating water based sealer giving a slight 
gloss finish. Sealing of wall and floor surfaces, especially hard floors such as ce-
ment or terrazzo based tiles, clay bricks or slate etc. Concrete & Stone Sealer 
enhances the colour and wash-ability of the sealed surface.
NB: Not suitable for use in showers where hot water and steam is present. Will 
discolour or whiten in these areas. 
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

FAST SEALER - For Walls
Africote Fast Seal is a pure acrylic based Wall and Floor Sealer, giving a very 
durable low gloss finish.  The product is UV stable and will not fade to yellow.  
USES:  Sealing of Africote Stucco and trowel cotes, hard porous floors such as 
cement, terrazzo or clay based tiles and bricks etc. Sealing of Africote Cement 
and Liquid Naturals to enhance washability.  Sealing of Rust and Copper Paint.
(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

TWIN PACK - Solvent Based
Africote Twin Pack Polyurethane Sealer is a colourless, solvent based product that 
dries to produce a final gloss appearance. Consisting of ‘Part A’ Base and ‘Part B’ 
Catalyst components. Once cured, this sealer is designed to enhance and protect, 
by producing a hard wearing, UV- and chemical resistant coating over cementi-
tious floors, walls and worktop screeds. Twin Pack Polyurethane Sealer is suitable 
for interior as well as exterior applications.  (Refer to our technical data sheet for 
more info)

EPOXY SEALER
Africote’s Epoxy sealer is a colourless, solvent based product that dries to 
produce a final gloss appearance. Consisting of a “ Part A” Base and a “Part 
B” Catalyst components. Once cured this system is designed to enhance and 
protect, by producing a hard wearing acid and chemical resistant coating over 
cementitious floors, walls and worktop screeds.  Please note that epoxy is not 
UV- stable and cannot be used for exterior applications as it will deteriorate, 
chalk and yellow if exposed to direct sunlight.  (Refer to our technical data sheet 
for more info)

WATER REPELLENT
Africote’s Water Repellent is based on Nano technology, additives that gives 
the product the ability to penetrate almost any type of surface that gives it great 
adhesion properties and a invisible barrier against water also gives the substrate 
stain resistance.  It provides extremely good resistance to acid water attack, ultra 
violet degradation, weathering and damp issues due to porous surfaces.  An im-
portant characteristic of this product is that there is a noticeable change in colour,  
when applied over decorative cementitious finishes.  (Refer to our technical data 
sheet for more info)

MATT SEALER
Africote Matt Sealer is a non colour enhancing and preparatory floor and wall 
sealer that gives a low sheen, matt finish.

(Refer to our technical data sheet for more info)

TWIN PACK - Water Based
Africote Twin Pack Polyurethane sealer is a colourless, water based product that 
dries to produce a final gloss appearance. Consisting of ‘Part A’ Base and ‘Part B’ 
Catalyst components. Once cured, this sealer is designed to enhance and protect, 
by producing a hard wearing, UV- and chemical resistant coating over cemen-
titious floors, walls and worktop screeds. Twin Pack Polyurethane water based 
sealer is suitable for interior as well as exterior applications.  (Refer to our technical 
data sheet for more info)
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For information and on site advice contact your nearest distributor or our
Factory & Head office at:

Tel: +27 11 201 7300 – Fax: +27 11 450 1458
E-mail:  info@africote.co.za

Unit 22, 7 North Reef Road, Bedfordview, South Africa
Private bag X3038 Bedfordview 2008

For more product information and distributor contact details, view our website:

www.africote.co.za
Cape Town Distributor (Inside Union Tiles): (021) 830 3909

Nelspruit Branch: (013) 813 0913
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For an authorized                         distributor opportunity please contact our factory.
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